Made to Measure Footwear
Featuring QuickFit™ Lacers
13:05 Monday 3rd October was the moment Lee proudly tried his new
boots on, fastening them in seconds.
From a young age Lee was diagnosed with Hemiplegic Cerebral Palsy. The
condition means that he has a paralysis affecting his right side – he has a
right leg that is shorter than the left, a plantarflexion contracture at the
ankle and very limited use of his right hand. For years, Lee has used off the
shelf footwear, however, he recently turned to his Orthotist Connor to help
improve his gait.
Connor could immediately see that Lee would benefit from custom
footwear and despite Lee’s difficulty with tying laces, Lee was adamant
that they would be the option for him. “Working in an internal office
delivery service in London – Velcro shoes are not appropriate for me at
work. Laces look smarter and are more formal.”
Seeking a solution, Connor looked at the Click Ortho Lacing System
and after discussions with the Orthotic Technicians Lee’s boots were
manufactured with the system in place. When Lee saw the boots he was
delighted, he had a pair of boots that not only looked smart but were
easy to put on and the custom fit has enabled him to improve his walking
distance and speed.

Manufacturing Process
Our Orthotic Technicians are fully
adept at utilising the very latest
in fastening solutions to provide
shoes for individuals with complex
footwear needs and specific style
requirements. All of our footwear
utilises the highest quality materials
available and follow strict quality
standards to ensure our patients
receive the best product for their
needs. For more information on
bespoke footwear please contact
orthoticenquiries@steepergroup.com.
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Available in 4 kit sizes: X-Small,
Small, Medium and Large
Nylon-coated steel lace used for high
strength and low friction
Low-profile dial and lace guide
design
Available for UK shoe size 2-8+
Double-cap press-fit steel rivets are
easy to install using the QuickFit tool
The easy grip Boa dial, means
users can easily achieve uniform
compression with a one-handed
twist, adjusting the fit in seconds

